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Abstract

The Restricted Mean Survival Time (RMST) is a statistic that measures treatment

effects which can be used as a replacement for the hazard ratio when the proportional

hazards assumption is violated. The idea of RMST came from Irwin (1949) [5], and when

combined with the formal definition of the survival function, RMST can be defined as the

integral of survival function up to a time limit τ .

Several different methods for estimating the RMST are available. The Kaplan-Meier

method and Cox PH model are the most commonly used methods in survival analysis,

and they are also suitable for estimating RMST. This is done by first estimating the

survival curve and then calculating the area under it to give an estimation of RMST. To

allow a more general population of survival time distributions, a flexible parametric model

was introduced by Royston and Parmar (2002) [4]. This flexible parametric model method

followed the same method of estimating RMST as the Kaplan-Meier and Cox PH model: a

survival function is estimated from the model, then a 15-point Gauss-Kronrod quadrature

can be used to calculate the integral of the survival function, which allows estimation

of RMST. The final option is a pseudo-observation method proposed by Anderson et al.

(2004) [3]. This method first builds a pseudo-observation of RMST for each subject. Then,

using the pseudo-observations of RMST as outcome variables, a generalized linear model

can be built to describe the relationship between the covariates and RMST. A generalized

estimating equation (GEE) method can then be used to estimate the parameters of the

generalized linear model [8].

Comparisons between these methods under various simulation scenarios were con-

ducted for this thesis. The Kaplan-Meier method is simple to calculate and performs

well with early time limits and low censoring proportions. It is also faster to estimate

RMST result than Cox model and flexible parametric model. However, this method lacks

the ability to be adjusted for more covariates, so it is only suitable when estimating av-

erage RMST difference for a population. The unstratified Cox model performed well in

datasets that satisfied the proportional hazards assumption. The stratified Cox model

also performed well in our simulated non-proportional hazards datasets. The performance

of the flexible parametric model method was similar to that of the Cox model, but it is

more time-consuming in the integral calculation step. The pseudo-observation methods

offered the shortest computation time among all four methods. However, when estimat-

ing RMST difference for a subject with given age and gender, the performance of the



pseudo-observation method was worse than either the Cox model or flexible parametric

model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The hazard ratio is the most commonly used statistic to analyze the treatment effect

in randomized clinical trials with time-to-event (survival) outcomes, and it is generally

believed to be valid whenever the proportional hazards (PH) assumption is met. The pro-

portional hazards assumption is quite strict; however, in actual analysis, this assumption

is rarely checked. In recent years, however, researchers have found that the PH assump-

tion may often be doubtful, particularly in randomized clinical trials with long follow-up

in the field of oncology [1][2]. As the hazard ratio is believed to be biased and invalid

under non-PH situations, to report treatment effect when the proportional hazards as-

sumption is violated or doubtful, an alternative measurement, Restricted Mean Survival

Time (RMST) may be considered. The RMST is expected to be a useful general measure

to indicate the treatment effect under both PH and non-PH situations.

The definition of RMST is different from that of Mean Survival Time (MST) and

is given with a specific time limit, τ . The RMST is restricted in time range [0, τ ] to

avoid the negative influences of the poorly determined right tail of a survival curve during

estimation. The RMST is thus defined as the integral of survival function up to the chosen

time limit τ .

Apart from the characteristic that it is free from PH assumptions, another advantage

of RMST is its straightforward nature. An RMST difference result is equal to the RMST

for the group taking treatment minus the RMST for the control group, assuming the result

of the RMST difference is equal to δ, the time limit is τ , the event is death and time unit is

years. An RMST difference result can thus be explained in this way: taking the treatment
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will increase life expectancy by δ years over the next τ years as compared with not taking

the treatment. This time domain explanation is generally easier to understand for patients

and people unfamiliar with survival analysis.

1.2 Aims and structure of this thesis

This thesis will consider four estimation methods for RMST. The easiest way to estimate

RMST is to calculate the area under a Kaplan-Meier survival curve. Kaplan-Meier is a non-

parametric method used to estimate the survival function. Another method of estimating

RMST is by integrating the survival function obtained using a Cox PH model, which

is a semi-parametric method. In this thesis, Cox method is generalized to be stratified

by a covariate in order to adjust for non-PH situations. Royston and Parmar (2002) [4]

introduced a flexible parametric model where the RMST is estimated by integrating the

survival function. This flexible parametric model is an extension of Weibull models, which

use natural cubic splines to smooth the baseline cumulative hazard function. Andersen

et al. (2004) [3] also suggested using pseudo-observations to estimate RMST for each

subject. After generating pseudo-observations of RMST for every subject, a generalized

linear model is used to model the relationship between the pseudo-observations of RMST

and the covariates. The generalized estimating equation (GEE) method is then used to

estimate the coefficients in the generalized linear model. For all four methods, ways to

estimate the confidence interval are also briefly introduced. While additional methods

have been developed for certain special kinds of survival data such as length-biased data

[11], these methods are beyond the scope of this thesis.

A comparison between the Kaplan-Meier method, flexible parametric method, and

pseudo-observation method was performed on real datasets by Royston and Parmar [1]. In

this thesis, a comparison of all four methods of estimating RMST difference between arms

in a simulation study is made in order to offer some suggestions for choosing appropriate

methods for a given dataset.

The thesis is structured as follows: The Methods chapter contains the definition of

RMST, a brief introduction of the four methods of estimating RMST, and the settings

for the simulation scenarios. The Results section focuses on the simulation study results,

while the Discussion chapter highlights key results, discusses the limitations of the study

and offers suggestions for possible further work.
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Chapter 2

Methods

2.1 Definition of Restricted Mean Survival Time (RMST)

Mean survival time (MST) measures expected life time and can be used to quantify treat-

ment effect in a time domain which can be easily interpreted as life expectancy when the

event is death. For survival data, if the proportion of censoring is high, the estimation of

MST will not be satisfactory. Due to right-censoring, the right tail of the survival curve

and accordingly the MST may be ill-determined. In such cases, the RMST is introduced

to estimate the mean life limited to reaching time point τ , which defined as µτ . Here,

µτ is the mean of min[Ti, τ ]. The time point τ , is defined by the researcher according to

the research goals. Normally, the choice of τ is connected to the censoring and survival

distribution, as the purpose of setting a time limit τ is to avoid the ill-determined problem

at later time area to some extent.

The idea of RMST was developed in demography by Irwin in 1949 [5]. An expectation

of life limited to time τ is defined as

1

l0

∫ τ

0
lxdx,

where l0 is the fixed base number presumed to be born at any moment in time and

lx = l0p0p1...px−1. Each pi is the probability of surviving for one time unit at time i.

The definition given above is a little bit different from the survival definition currently

used. The survival function, S(t), present the probability for an individual to survive at

time t. Thus, S(r) = p0p1p2...pr−1 = lr
l0

. The original definition of RMST by Irwin (1949)
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[5] can thus be transformed into

1

l0

∫ τ

0
lxdx =

∫ τ

0

lx
l0
dx =

∫ τ

0
S(x)dx

.

This thesis uses

µτ = E[min(T, τ)] =

∫ τ

0
S(t)dt

as the definition of Restricted Mean Survival Time, where τ is the predetermined time

limit and S(t) = P (T > t) is the survival function. The RMST can thus be described as

the area under the survival curve in time range [0, τ ] (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: RMST as the area (pink shading) under the survival curve when τ is set equal
to 1.5.

2.2 Methods

This section introduces four different methods for estimating RMST and its confidence

interval. The first three methods discuss non-parametric, semi-parametric, and parametric

methods for estimating the survival function. Based on the survival function estimation

results, the integral of the survival function up to chosen time limit, τ , will be treated as

the estimation of RMST. The final method, pseudo-observation combined with a linear

model and GEE, offers another approach to estimating RMST by estimating a pseudo-
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value of the RMST for each subject first and then building a regression model that has

the estimated RMST as an outcome variable.

2.2.1 Kaplan-Meier method (non-parametric)

The Kaplan-Meier estimator of the survival function is defined in [10] as:

Ŝ(t) =

{
1 t < t1∏

ti≤t[1−
di
Yi

] t1 ≤ t,

where di is the number of events at time point i, Yi is the number at risk at time point i

and ti is the time point with an event or censoring.

The survival curve of a Kaplan-Meier estimated survival function is a step function,

which jumps at the time points where an event occurs. The RMST result, which is

represented by the area under the survival curve can be calculated accurately as

µ̂τ =

∫ τ

0
Ŝ(t)dt =

∑
ti≤τ

(ti − ti−1)Si−1,

where t0 equal to 0 and Si−1 is the survival probability between ti−1 and ti.

The 100(1 − α)% confidence interval for RMST under Kaplan-Meier method is equal

to [10]:

µ̂τ ± Z1−α/2

√
V̂ [µ̂τ ],

where the variance of the survival function is estimated using Greenwood’s formula [10]:

V̂ [µ̂τ ] =
D∑
i=1

[

∫ τ

ti

Ŝ(t)dt]2
di

Yi(Yi − di)
,

where D is the number of event time points that occur prior to the time limit τ .

This method is a non-parametric method which is easy to estimate the survival function

and estimate RMST. However, the estimation of RMST under this method is based on

average survival which makes it impossible to adjust for additional covariates.

The survfit function in the survival package for R can be used to estimate survival

functions using Kaplan-Meier method.
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2.2.2 Cox model (semi-parametric)

The Cox PH model is as

h(t | Z) = h0(t) exp(
P∑
k=1

βkZk),

where h0 is the baseline hazard. Under the Cox proportional hazards model, it is possible

to estimate the survival function of a given covariates set Z0. Let b be the partial maximum

likelihood estimators of coefficients β. Let t1 < t2 < ... < tD indicate the time points where

events occurred, it is possible to define

W (ti; b) =
∑

j∈R(ti)

exp(

p∑
k=1

bkZjk),

where R(ti) is the set of individuals at risk at time ti and bh is the partial maximun

likelihood estimator of βh, p is the total number of covariates and Zjh indicate the value

of covariate h for an individual j.

Let di be the number of event at time ti. Breslow’s estimator of the cumulative baseline

hazard rate (in [10]) is as follows

Ĥ0(t) =
∑
ti≤t

di
W (ti; b)

,

which can be computed using the basehaz function in R. As an alternative to Breslow’s

method, the estimator proposed by Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1973) [6] can be used. When

there are no tied events at each time point, this estimator is given by

H̃0(t) =
∑
ti≤t

[1− (1− δiexp(b
tZi)

W (ti; b)
)exp(−b

tZi)].

The simulation study in this thesis use Breslow’s method.

The estimation of the survival function for the baseline group is given by

Ŝ0(t) = exp[−Ĥ0(t)].

For individuals with covariates Z = Z0, the estimator of the survival function will be

Ŝ(t | Z = Z0) = Ŝ0(t)
exp(btZ0).

The estimated survival function again operates as a step function, just as in the Kaplan-

Meier results. The RMST is also calculated as the area below the survival curve in the
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same way as in the Kaplan-Meier method using

µ̂τ =

∫ τ

0
Ŝ(t)dt =

∑
ti≤τ

(ti − ti−1)Si−1.

To build the confidence interval for the RMST, we use the bootstrap method. The

bootstrap method replicates the RMST estimation procedure thousands of times based on

different sample data selected from the whole dataset. The standard deviation of the boot-

strap RMST estimations will be treated as the estimation of the standard error of RMST.

Then, the confidence interval can be estimated. There are couple of methods estimating

bootstrap confidence interval. Carpenter and Bithell (2000) conducted a comparison be-

tween these methods [7]. And a suitable bootstrap method can thus be chosen based on

computation complexity and applicability for different simulation scenarios. Here, in our

later simulation study, we use the basic (non-studentized) bootstrap method which can be

applied in R using function boot.ci from the boot package.

To generalize to non-PH situations, there are several possible methods. One simple

way is to use a Cox model stratified by the covariate that violates the PH assumption.

This generalized model was used in the simulation studies.

The survfit(coxph) function in the survival package in R can compute the estimated

survival function based on the Cox model.

2.2.3 Flexible parametric model (parametric)

Another method to estimate RMST is to follow a parametric approach that essentially

fitting PH or non-PH models similar to the ones proposed in section 2.2.2. Different from

Cox model, a parametric approach will not leave the baseline hazard function unspecified.

The basic parametric models use the Weibull or exponential distribution to fit the

baseline hazard. However, real survival data often do not follow such a simple pattern. A

more flexible model is needed.

Royston and Parmar (2002) [4] proposed a flexible parametric model as an extension

of Weibull models using natural cubic splines to smooth the baseline cumulative hazard

function. The model allows more distributions other than Weibull and can be extended

for a non-PH scenario.

The basic model for these flexible parametric models is based on the PH assumption.

And this kind of model can be described as a transformation of the survival function with
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a link function g(·):
g[S(t;Z)] = g[S0(t)] + βTZ,

where S0(t) is the baseline survival function. Royston and Parmar (2002) [4] use natural

cubic splines to model g[S0(t)] with the link function family g(·) suggested by Aranda-

Ordaz (1981):

g(x; θ) = ln
x−θ − 1

θ
,

where θ → 0 correspond to the proportional hazards model.

This method start with Weibull models. Suppose T is a random variable with a Weibull

distribution, scale parameter λ, and shape parameter α; let x = ln(t). This gives

lnH(t) = ln[λtα] = αx+ ln(λ) = γ0 + γ1x,

which is linear in x. If the distribution of T changes from Weibull, then lnH(t) will be

related to x by means of a non-linear function s ≡ s(x; γ).

We estimate the survival function by smoothing the cumulative baseline hazard func-

tion. For the basic spline model with fixed covariate vector Z under the PH assumption,

we have

g[S(t;Z)] = ln[−lnS(t;Z)] = lnH(t;Z) = lnH0(t) + βTZ = s(x; γ) + βTZ.

We use the natural cubic spline to smooth the s(x; γ). The natural cubic splines are

linear beyond boundary knots kmin and kmax, while between boundary knots, m internal

knots are specified such that kmin < k1 < ... < km < kmax. A natural cubic spline for

s(x; γ) may thus be written as:

s(x; γ) = γ0 + γ1x+ γ2v1(x) + ...+ γm+1vm(x),

the j-th basic function is defined for j = 1, 2, ...,m as

vj(x) = (x− kj)3+ − λj(x− kmin)3+ − (1− λj)(x− kmax)3+,

where λj = (kmax − kj)/(kmax − kmin) and (x− a)+ = max(0, x− a).

The complexity of the smoothed curve depends on the degrees of freedom which are

equal to m+ 1. When m equal to 0 (df = 1), no knots will be specified, and the baseline

distribution is thus Weibull. When choosing m, Royston and Parmar (2002) [4] suggested

observing the AIC value for models with different number of m and choosing the model
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with the smallest AIC value.

The above models based on PH assumption can be extended to include non-proportional

scaling for some subset of the covariates. For Cox PH model, one way to deal with non-

proportionality is making regression coefficients depend on a predefined function f(t) of

time. The formulation of f(t) can be a simple fixed function or more flexible spline func-

tions and step functions. Based on this approach, Royston and Parmar (2002) [4] use a

closely related approach to extend the basic flexible parametric model.

A PH spline model with a single covariate z1 and a single knot can be written as

lnH(t; z1) = γ0 + γ10x+ γ20v1(x) + β1z1.

A extension of the PH spline model to allow a time-dependent log cumulative hazard ratio

for z1 is as

lnH(t; z1) = γ0 + (γ10 + γ11z1)x+ (γ20 + γ21z1)v1(x) + β1z1.

When generalising the above model for m internal knots and covariates set z, the spline

model is:

g[S(t;Z)] = lnH(t;Z) = γ0 + γTv(x) + βT z,

where v(x) = (x, v1(x), ..., vm(x))T . Assuming that the first k covariates in covariate set

z are under non-proportional scaling, then the jth element of γ is γj = γj0 +
∑k

l=1 γjlzl.

After constructing the model, full maximum likelihood can then be used to estimate

γ and β. According to

g[S(t;Z)] = ln[− lnS(t;Z)] = lnH(t;Z) = lnH0(t) + βTZ = s(x; γ) + βTZ,

the estimated survival function can be produced by using the estimated γ and β. The

estimated RMST will thus be the integral of S(t;Z).

The flexsurv package in R can be used to construct the model and obtain the sur-

vival result for a given covariate’s value and time point. To estimate the integration of

the survival curve, the 15-point Gauss-Kronrod quadrature is used; this method can be

implemented in R by utilizing the integrate function [9].

A bootstrap method can also be used here to estimate the standard error and the

confidence interval of RMST estimation as described in section 2.2.2; however, when using

R, the time taken by the bootstrap method under this parametric model is very long.

The delta method may be another choice. The delta method may improve the computing
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time, but enjoy more complex codes. In R, conducting delta method require typing in the

targeted statistic as a function of parameter estimates. In our cases, the exact function

for RMST is a complicated one combined by a natural cubic spline model and a 15-point

Gauss-Kronrod quadrature estimation. The workload of coding for delta methods is much

heavier compared to bootstrap.

2.2.4 Pseudo-observation combined with linear model and Generalized

estimating equation

Andersen et al. (2004) [3] used pseudo-observations to estimate RMST. Unlike the previous

three methods, which all estimate the RMST by calculating the area under the estimated

survival curve, the pseudo-observation method calculates a pseudo-value for the RMST

directly for every subject. Combined with a generalised linear model and generalized

estimating equation (GEE), this allows estimation of RMST for a population based on the

given values of covariates.

The pseudo-observation is defined by the following steps:

(1) Set Xi, i = 1, 2, ..., n as independent and identically distributed random variables.

(2) θ is a parameter of interest following the form θ = E(f(Xi)) =
∫
f(x)P (dx).

Assume an unbiased estimator θ̂ for θ.

(3) Define the conditional expectation as θi(Zi) = E[f(Xi) | Zi], where Zi, i = 1, 2, ..., n

are independent and identically distributed covariates.

(4) The i-th pseudo-observation is

θ̂i = n · θ̂ − (n− 1) · θ̂−i.

Here, θ̂−i is the ‘leave one out’ estimator for θ based on Xj , j 6= i.

The most distinctive characteristic of this pseudo-observation method is that the pa-

rameter of interest, θ, is constructed for every individual. When constructing pseudo-

observations for RMST, the parameter of interest θ is equal to µτ . The function f is given

by f(X) = min[X, τ ] for τ > 0.

The i-th pseudo-observation of RMST is therefore

µ̂τi = n·µ̂τ−(n−1)·µ̂−iτ = n·
∫ τ

0
Ŝ(t)dt−(n−1)·

∫ τ

0
Ŝ−i(t)dt =

∫ τ

0
[nŜ(t)−(n−1)Ŝ−i(t)]dt,
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where i = 1, 2, ..., n; Ŝ(t) is survival function estimated by Kaplan-Meier method; and

Ŝ−i(t) is the ‘leave-one-out’ Kaplan-Meier estimator of survival function based on obser-

vations Xj , j 6= i.

Andersen and Pohar Perme (2009) [8] indicated that the pseudo-observation of RMST

for an individual i is equal to the event time Xi when the data is without censoring. In

the presence of censoring, the pseudo-observations of RMST for a censored individual will

always be larger than Xi and significantly larger than the pseudo-observations of RMST

for uncensored individuals with similar observed times.

Once pseudo-observations of RMST for each individual are obtained, a regression

model for the RMSTs can be fitted. Considering generalised linear models, the function

becomes

g(E[f(X) | Z]) = β0 +
∑

βjZj ,

where g is a given link function.

A generalized estimating equation (GEE) is used to estimate the parameters [8]. The

estimating equation is as

U(β) =
∑
i

Ui(β) =
∑
i

(
∂

∂β
g−1(βTZ∗i ))TV −1i (µ̂τi − g−1(βTZ∗i )),

where Z∗i include indicator of time point and covariates Zi and Vi is the covariance matrix.

The parameters β are estimated by solving U(β) = 0. For a given set of covariates, a

prediction of RMST can thus be obtained according to the model fitting results.

A bootstrap method is used under this method to estimate the standard error of RMST

to build confidence intervals. The choice of the bootstrap method is the same as section

2.2.2 and 2.2.3.

The advantage of this method is based on the fact that every individual is given a

pseudo-observation for the RMST with the defined time limit. When fitting a regres-

sion model treating pseudo-observations of RMST as a response variable, the estimated

coefficients will give information directly about how RMST depends on covariates.

The pseudo package and the geepack package can be used to compute pseudo-observation

results of RMST and build the regression model in R.
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2.3 Simulation scenarios

In this section, the simulation scenarios used for the comparison are described. The

methods used to build the proportional hazards and non-proportional hazards datasets will

be introduced; then, the model fittings used in the simulation study are described. Finally,

the comparison scenarios will be presented within a table showing the combinations of

different data types, censoring settings and hazard shapes.

2.3.1 Simulation data setting

Simulation data was constructed for two treatment groups with other two covariates, age

and gender. Covariate age is a continous variable uniformly distributed in the domain

[20, 60] and covariate gender is a binomial variable where a value of 0 indicates male and

1 indicates female.

The baseline hazard function is assumed to follow the Weibull distribution where the

hazard function of the Weibull distribution is h(t) = αλtα−1, α is the shape parameter,

and λ is the scale parameter. By changing α and λ, different shapes of hazard function

can thus be produced (Figure 2.2). Here, I use α = 1 and λ = 1 to form a constant

hazard, α = 1.25 and λ = 0.9 indicate increasing hazard, and α = 0.75, λ = 1.15 indicate

decreasing hazard. When using these three set of parameter settings, the mean(E(X)) of

Weibull distribution will approximately be the same, namely 1(α = 1, λ = 1).

Figure 2.2: Different shape of Weibull baseline hazard in time range [0, 3]. Left panel:
α = 1, λ = 1; Middle panel: α = 1.25, λ = 0.9; Right panel: α = 0.75, λ = 1.15

The cumulative hazard invertion method (Bender et al. (2005) [12]) is used to generate

the event time for each individual. A sample u is taken from uniform distribution U(0, 1)
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and treated as the survival probability for individual i. The event time for individual

i is Ti = S−1i (u) where the S−1i (u) is the inverse survival function. Based on Si(u) =

exp(−H0(u)exp(ZTi β)) and H0(u) = λuα, we have Ti = S−1i (u) = [ −log(u)
λexp(ZT

i β)
]1/α.

Simulation data was constructed both under the proportional hazards assumption and

for a non-proportional hazards situation.

For the proportional hazards situation, the control group was treated as the baseline

group following a Weibull distribution with the log hazard ratio between treatment group

and control group being equal to −0.5. The log hazard ratio for covariates age and gender

were also set as −0.5. The Kaplan-Meier survival curves for the three PH situations used

in the simulation study are showed in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Survival curves for two treatment groups that meet the proportional hazards
assumption. Left panel: constant baseline hazard; Middle panel: increasing baseline
hazard; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard. Blue line: treatment group; Red line:
control group.

When different baseline hazard shapes are assigned to the two treatment groups, the

proportional hazards assumption between treatment groups is violated. A total of three

combinations of baseline hazard shapes was considered for the non-PH scenarios: constant

and increasing, constant and decreasing and decreasing and increasing. These survival

curves are showed in Figure 2.4.

In R, the simsurv package can be used to apply this cumulative hazard invertion

method.

After generating covariates Zi and an event times Ti for every individual i, the censoring

time Ci was respectively generated following an exponential distribution and uniform

distribution. The final observation time ti for individual i is min[Ti, Ci], and any individual
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Figure 2.4: Survival curves for two treatment groups that violate the proportional hazards
assumption. Left panel: constant baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline
hazard for treatment group; Middle panel: constant baseline hazard for control group,
decreasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard
for control group, increasing baseline hazard for treatment group. Blue line: treatment
group; Red line: control group.

with t = Ci is censored. The trial end was set at three years, and thus subjects with an

event or censoring at time points greater than 3 were right censored at 3. The exponential

distribution was proposed, with rate parameters set to ensure that, overall (25 ± 0.5)%

and (50 ± 0.5)% of subjects in the data set were censored. A uniform distribution was

also proposed, with parameters set to ensure (25 ± 0.5)% of the subjects were censored.

Under our simulation settings, a (50 ± 0.5)% uniform censoring is hard to reach. When

Ci ∼ U [a, b], there are two ways to increase the proportion of censoring. One option is to

decrease the number of a towards 0 and another option is to decrease b towards trial end

time. Under our simulated data, making Ci ∼ U [0, 3] will gain the highest proportion of

censoring, but it is still smaller than (50 ± 0.5)%. To keep consistency with exponential

censoring, we only include the (25 ± 0.5)% uniform censoring results. The parameter

choices for censoring distribution are shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Choice of rate parameters and uniform parameters for different simulation
scenarios

25% exp censoring 50% exp censoring 25% uniform censoring

PH, constant hazard rate = 0.08 rate = 0.58 U(1, 5)
PH, increasing hazard rate = 0.125 rate = 0.55 U(1, 4)
PH, decreasing hazard rate = 0.045 rate = 0.65 U(1, 8)
non-PH, constant; increasing rate = 0.2 rate = 0.725 U(0.5, 4)
non-PH, constant; decreasing rate = 0.18 rate = 0.85 U(0.5, 4)
non-PH, decreasing; increasing rate = 0.2 rate = 0.8 U(0.5, 4)
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2.3.2 Model settings in the simulation study

Kaplan-Meier method is non-parametric, it can not be adjusted for more covariates other

than treatment. We use Kaplan-Meier model to estimate RMST result for each treatment

group separately and this setting will be used under all comparison scenarios when the

Kaplan-Meier method is applicable. For Cox model, four different settings are used: a

Cox PH model with only treatment as covariate; a Cox PH model adjusted for covariates

treatment, age and gender; a Cox model stratified by treatment and not adjusted for

other covariates; a Cox model stratified by treatment and adjusted for covariates age and

gender. For flexible parametric model, four settings are used similar to the Cox model:

a flexible parametric model under PH assumption and only include covariate treatment;

a flexible parametric model under PH assumption and adjusted for covariates treatment,

age and gender; a flexible parametric model allow non-proportionality for treatment and

not include other covariates; a flexible parametric model allow non-proportionality for

treatment and include covariates age and gender. We use 3 internal knots when applying

the natural cubic spline. The pseudo-observation combined with GEE method is free

from PH assumption. Two settings are used in the simulation study. One only includes

treatment in the regression model, and the other include treatment, age, and gender in

the regression model.

2.3.3 Comparison scenarios

Comparison scenarios are combinations of censoring type, hazard shape, and data assump-

tion (see Table 2.2). For each scenario, 1000 data sets with 400 subjects, 200 subjects for

each treatment group, were generated. The RMST was estimated under six time limits,

τ = {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3}, to investigate performance of methods at early time limits and

later time ranges where survival curve may be ill-determined.

Table 2.2: Comparison scenarios.

no censoring 25% exp censoring 50% exp censoring 25% unif censoring

difference of RMST between
treatment groups, PH
(one baseline hazard)

cons cons cons cons
incr incr incr incr
decr decr decr decr

difference of RMST between
treatment groups, non-PH (two baseline
hazard shapes for two treatment groups)

cons; incr cons; incr cons; incr cons; incr
cons; decr cons; decr cons; decr cons; decr
decr; incr decr; incr decr; incr decr; incr

‘cons’ stands for constant baseline hazard, ‘incr’ stands for increasing baseline hazard, ‘decr’ stands for decreasing baseline hazard.
For non-PH situations, the first baseline hazard information is for the control group and the second baseline hazard information is
for the treatment group.

The methods were compared estimating the difference in RMST between the two treat-

ment groups. For each comparison scenario, the final estimated result for the difference
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of RMST was the mean of 1, 000 estimations; the standard deviation was also computed

over 1, 000 estimations. A theorectical true value is included in all comparison scenarios

as standard.

For every scenario, two different set of covariates were used for comparison. When only

covariate treatment is included in the models, the RMST difference estimation was the

average RMST difference for a population with different ages and gender. When including

all three covariates treatment, age and gender in the models, we can estimate the difference

of RMST for a subject with given age and gender. In our simulation study, we set the age

and gender as 50 years old and male.
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Chapter 3

Results

This chapter presents the simulation results for the different scenarios described in Chapter

2. The various methods will be compared from different angles within proportional hazards

data sets and non-proportional hazards data sets. A simple comparison of computation

time for all methods will also be conducted.

All the RMST difference estimation results in this chapter will be the RMST esti-

mations for the treatment group minus the RMST estimation for the control group. The

estimation results in all plots are mean results over 1,000 simulated datasets. The standard

deviations over the 1,000 simulated datasets will also be computed.

The pseudo-observation combined with a linear model and GEE method will be written

as POGEE in the legends of plots and further analysis, FP in the plot legend stands for

flexible parametric model and KM stands for Kaplan-Meier method.

In all plots, the model settings are shown in the legend. For POGEE, Cox, and FP, the

term ‘simple’ means that only the treatment is included in the models; while ‘adjusted’

means the methods includes treatment, age, and gender in the model. For Cox model

and FP model, the term ‘PH’ means the model is based on the PH assumption, while

‘nPH’ means the model is extended for nonproportionality. The Cox model is stratified

for treatment enable to allow nonproportionality and FP model is adding time-dependent

functions for treatment effect to allow nonproportionality.

Different color in plots present the theoretically true values and estimation results of

different methods. The color for each method is indicated as the legend in each plot.
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3.1 Non-proportional hazards situation

As the RMST statistic acts as a replacement of the hazard ratio mainly where the pro-

portional hazards assumption is violated, the comparison results under non-proportional

hazards scenarios are the first to be demonstrated.

3.1.1 Influence of non-proportional hazards

This subsection focuses on the effects of non-proportional hazards on RMST difference

results. And examines what happens if the verification of the proportional hazards as-

sumption is neglected.

The RMST difference between groups can be illustrated graphically as the area between

the two survival curves for the treatment group and control group. As shown in Figure

2.3, when datasets meet the PH assumption, the curves do not cross, and the curve for

the treatment group (blue line) is always above that for the control group (red line). It

is thus obvious that the area between the curves increases monotonically with an increase

in the time limit. Figure 3.1 presents a clear view of this monotonic trend.

Figure 3.1: Methods performance estimating average RMST difference for a population
under PH datasets with overall 25% exponential censoring. Left panel: constant baseline
hazard; Middle panel: increasing baseline hazard; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard

When the PH assumption is violated, however, the change in area between survival

curves is nonmonotonic because of the crossing of the survival curves. Thus, the RMST

difference is nonmonotonic. See Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.2: Methods performance estimating average RMST difference for the population
under non-PH datasets with overall 25% exponential censoring . Left panel: constant
baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Middle
panel: constant baseline hazard for control group, decreasing baseline hazard for treat-
ment group; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline
hazard for treatment group

If testing of the PH assumption is ignored, investigators may accidentally use methods

that require fulfillment of the PH assumption to analyze treatment effects that may make

their results invalid. The basic Cox model and flexible parametric model are both based on

the proportional hazards assumption. Where the assumption is violated, the Cox model

can be stratified. The flexible parametric model can also be generalized by the addition

of more parameters to the model.

As shown in Figure 3.3, the two dash lines which present results of models holding PH

assumption failed to detect the nonmonotonic change. The results for these two PH based

models may get closer to the theoretical value than other models at some time points (e.g.

where the time limit was set to 3 in the middle panel of Figure 3.3), but the results are

still not generally acceptable. The Kaplan-Meier method and POGEE method are free

from the PH assumption and offer promising results for PH and non-PH datasets. For

the Cox model and the flexible parametric model, however, the PH assumption plays a

significant role in applicability. The verification of PH assumptions is thus crucial when

these two models are considered.
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Figure 3.3: Methods performance estimating average RMST difference for a population in
non-PH datasets with overall 25% exponential censoring. With methods which assume PH
assumption. Left panel: constant baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline
hazard for treatment group; Middle panel: constant baseline hazard for control group,
decreasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard
for control group, increasing baseline hazard for treatment group

Figure 3.4: Methods performance estimating average RMST difference for a population
in non-PH datasets without censoring. Left panel: constant baseline hazard for control
group, increasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Middle panel: constant baseline
hazard for control group, decreasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Right panel:
decreasing baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for treatment
group
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Figure 3.5: Methods performance estimating average RMST difference for a population
in non-PH datasets with overall 25% exponential censoring. Left panel: constant baseline
hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Middle panel:
constant baseline hazard for control group, decreasing baseline hazard for treatment group;
Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for
treatment group

Figure 3.6: Methods performance estimating average RMST difference for a population
in non-PH datasets with overall 50% exponential censoring. Left panel: constant baseline
hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Middle panel:
constant baseline hazard for control group, decreasing baseline hazard for treatment group;
Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for
treatment group
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3.1.2 Influence of censoring proportion

Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 show the estimation results for different proportions of censoring.

When no censoring occurs, the estimation results for all four methods are slightly larger

than the theoretical values. When censoring does occur, the estimation results for all

four methods are smaller than the theoretical values. The non-parametric Kaplan-Meier

method is particularly significantly influenced by the censoring proportion under higher

time limits, while the other three methods perform similarly under all time conditions. As

a result, the other three methods are preferred to the simple Kaplan-Meier at time points

in the right-hand tail. The standard deviation results also show poor performance for the

Kaplan-Meier at later time limits (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7: Standard deviation of methods estimating average RMST difference for a pop-
ulation in non-PH datasets with overall 50% exponential censoring. Left panel: constant
baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Middle
panel: constant baseline hazard for control group, decreasing baseline hazard for treat-
ment group; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline
hazard for treatment group

The RMST difference is a statistic that offers flexibility in terms of the time range. Al-

though the simple Kaplan-Meier method performs less well in the right-hand time dimen-

sion, its estimations remain good for earlier time points. In Figure 3.5, the Kaplan-Meier

method is seen to become deflected after 2.5 years when the overall censoring proportion

is 25%. When the censoring proportion is set to 50% (Figure 3.6), the Kaplan-Meier

results depart earlier but remain good prior to that departure. Choosing a smaller time

limit, τ , also makes the overall censoring proportion in time range [0, τ ] smaller than the

overall censoring proportion of [0, 3]. By choosing the τ carefully, the simple Kaplan-Meier

method can thus still be considered for estimating the RMST difference between treatment
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group and control group for average survival.

Another way to improve the performance of the Kaplan-Meier with a time limit close

to the trial duration is to increase the sample size. More subjects experience the event of

interest, resulting in better survival function estimation.

3.1.3 Influence of censoring distribution

Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.8 show the estimation results under two different censoring distri-

butions with the same overall censoring proportions. In all three situations, the estimation

results with uniform censoring proportions are better than estimations with exponential

censoring.

Figure 3.8: Methods performance estimating average RMST difference for a population
in non-PH datasets with overall 25% uniform censoring. Left panel: constant baseline
hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Middle panel:
constant baseline hazard for control group, decreasing baseline hazard for treatment group;
Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for
treatment group

3.1.4 Influence of baseline hazard shape

Under non-PH situations, the varying combinations of baseline hazard shapes for treat-

ment groups will determine the sign and variation tendencies of the RMST differences

(Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6). The RMST difference with constant hazard for the control

group and increasing hazard for the treatment group increase to reach a peak around

t = 1.5 and decrease afterward. The combination of constant hazard for the control group
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and decreasing hazard for the treatment group causes the RMST difference to decrease

firstly, then increase. The RMST difference with decreasing hazard for the control group

and increasing hazard for the treatment group increases to reach a peak around t = 1.5

and then decreases, but a bigger difference is seen compared with the constant, increasing

combination. On reversing the hazard shape for treatment groups in each combination,

the direction of change and sign of RMST difference estimation is also reversed.

As mentioned in the previous subsection, and as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, Kaplan-

Meier methods demonstrated a departed result at later time points with censoring. Com-

paring the three different combinations, the departure distance in the left panel is the

smallest and the performance at time point 2.5 is better than in the other two combi-

nations. While the departure direction in the middle panel becomes smaller than the

theoretical value, the estimation of RMST difference using the Kaplan-Meier method in

other two panels becomes bigger than the true value as the trial end time approaches. The

deviation distance is largest in the right-hand panel.

3.1.5 Estimation for a population with different ages and genders

The simple Kaplan-Meier method is a non-parametric method for estimating the average

survival curve for a population comprised of individuals of different ages and genders.

The other three methods also estimate the RMST for average survival when only the

treatment covariate is included in the (semi-)parametric model. As seen in Figures 3.4,

3.5, and 3.6, all four methods’ performance are very similar without censoring. As the

pseudo-observation of RMST is based on the Kaplan-Meier estimation, the estimation of

this method will always get exactly the same result as the Kaplan-Meier when no censoring

occurs. When censoring does occur, the Kaplan-Meier shows a very poor performance at

later time points, while the other three methods continue to perform well.

3.1.6 Estimation for a subject with given ages and gender

For RMST difference estimation, it is also possible to analyze the results for a subject

with given age and gender. This work thus estimated the results for a male with age set

to 50.

The Kaplan-Meier method no longer fits in this situation, so a comparison was con-

ducted only among the three remaining methods, adjusted for all treatment, age, and

gender covariates. As shown in Figure 3.9, the Cox model and the Flexible parametric

model perform well. The POGEE method, however, was also seen to be not adequate for
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this situation. The pseudo-observation of RMST used in the parametric linear model is

still a non-parametric estimation based on Kaplan-Meier, and in the linear model fitting

step for the 1,000 simulated datasets, most of the estimated treatment coefficients are

not significant, and the coefficients for age and gender do not influence the estimation

results sufficiently. Comparing the estimation results for POGEE in Figure 3.9 (estimate

for 50-year old male) and Figure 3.5 (estimate for a population), the estimation results

are nearly the same.

Figure 3.9: Methods performance estimating RMST difference for male with age 50 under
non-PH datasets with overall 25% exponential censoring. Left panel: constant baseline
hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Middle panel:
constant baseline hazard for control group, decreasing baseline hazard for treatment group;
Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for
treatment group

3.2 proportional hazards situation

Non-proportional hazards situation is the main focus of this work; however, a more com-

prehensive understanding can be developed by also including the performance of methods

under PH situations. As the RMST statistic is expected to act as a general measurement

that suits both PH and non-PH situations.

As shown in Figure 3.1, the change of estimation of RMST difference between groups

will always be monotonic.
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3.2.1 Influence of censoring proportion

When no censoring happens (Figure 3.10), the line present results from the Kaplan-Meier

method nearly overlap with the line shown theoretical values; as the POGEE method

is built on Kaplan-Meier estimation, it also achieves better performance than the other

two methods. Similar to the non-PH situation, here under PH situation, the estimation

achieved using the Kaplan-Meier method also begins to display a bias towards the later

time points when censoring happens (Figures 3.11 and 3.12). The degree of deviation

gets larger as the proportion of censoring increases. Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 present

the differences between methods more clearly where the time range in the x-axis is set to

[2.5, 3]. In the time range [0, 2], the difference is smaller.

Figure 3.10: Methods performance estimating average RMST difference for a population in
PH datasets without censoring. Limited time range [2.5, 3]. Left panel: constant baseline
hazard; Middle panel: increasing baseline hazard; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard

3.2.2 Influence of censoring distribution

Figures 3.11 and 3.13 show estimation results under different censoring distributions with

the same overall censoring proportions. Similar to the results in the non-PH section,

all methods perform better and achieve estimations closer to the theoretical value with

uniform censoring than with exponential censoring.
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Figure 3.11: Methods performance estimating average RMST difference for a population
in PH datasets with overall 25% exponential censoring. Limited time range [2.5, 3]. Left
panel: constant baseline hazard; Middle panel: increasing baseline hazard; Right panel:
decreasing baseline hazard

Figure 3.12: Methods performance estimating average RMST difference for a population
in PH datasets with overall 50% exponential censoring. Limited time range [2.5, 3]. Left
panel: constant baseline hazard; Middle panel: increasing baseline hazard; Right panel:
decreasing baseline hazard

3.2.3 Influence of baseline hazard shape

Compared to the results in the non-PH section, the changes in the RMST difference

results for PH populations all monotonically increase with a positive sign. The shape and
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Figure 3.13: Methods performance estimating average RMST difference for a population
in PH datasets with overall 25% uniform censoring. Limited time range [2.5, 3]. Left
panel: constant baseline hazard; Middle panel: increasing baseline hazard; Right panel:
decreasing baseline hazard

increase rates are similar among all three situations. The y-axis in Figure 3.14 shows

that the decreasing baseline hazard situation (Right panel) has the maximum RMST

difference result at each time limit, with the constant baseline hazard situation next,

and the increasing baseline hazard situation (Middle panel) showing the smallest result.

Generally, the baseline hazard shape does not have a significant influence on the estimation

result. For the Kaplan-Meier method, a decreasing baseline hazard situation results in a

higher deviation distance in the later time range (Figure 3.12).

3.2.4 Estimation for a population with different ages and genders

Figures 3.10 to 3.14 show the estimation results for average RMST differences in popu-

lations with varying ages and genders which suggest that, under PH situations, all four

methods perform similarly. The standard deviations over 1,000 samples for all methods

except the Kaplan-Meier are close to each other, while the Kaplan-Meier displays higher

standard deviations at later time points (Figure 3.15).

As previously discussed, Kaplan-Meier method lacks the ability to adjust for additional

covariates. The other three methods examined can incorporate, but when the censoring

proportion is small and the average RMST difference for the population are estimated,

these three methods do not provide better estimations than the Kaplan-Meier. For the Cox

and flexible parametric methods, estimating the RMST difference adjusted for average age
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Figure 3.14: Methods performance estimating average RMST difference for a population
in PH datasets with overall 25% exponential censoring. Left panel: constant baseline
hazard; Middle panel: increasing baseline hazard; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard

Figure 3.15: Standard deviation of methods estimating average RMST difference estimates
for a population in PH datasets with overall 50% exponential censoring. Left panel: con-
stant baseline hazard; Middle panel: increasing baseline hazard; Right panel: decreasing
baseline hazard

and average gender is not identical to estimating average RMST difference by including

treatment as the only covariate (Figure 3.16), the two dashed lines presented adjusted

Cox model and adjusted flexible parametric model obtain bigger results compare to the

theoretical values. And they are more further away from the theoretical values than the

simple model estimations (Figure 3.16). For POGEE, adjusting for age and gender does
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not influence the results much. The Kaplan-Meier method can reach an estimation closer

to the theoretical value than any of the other three methods at early time points when

the censoring proportion is between [0, 0.25] (Figure 3.10 and 3.11).

Figure 3.16: Methods performance estimating average RMST difference for a population in
PH datasets with overall 25% exponential censoring. Limited time range [2.5, 3]. Include
models adjusted for average age and average gender. Left panel: constant baseline hazard;
Middle panel: increasing baseline hazard; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard

3.2.5 Estimation for a subject with given ages and genders

The Kaplan-Meier methods no longer apply in this situation. For the other three methods,

the POGEE method performs worse than the other two methods. For all three baseline

hazard shapes, the performance of all three methods is similar (Figure 3.17). The standard

deviation of POGEE is also larger (Figure 3.18).

3.3 Computation time

The Kaplan-Meier method, stratified Cox model method, and flexible parametric method

all follow the same procedure for estimating RMST by first estimating the survival func-

tion and then calculating the area under the survival curve. As shown in Table 3.1, the

Kaplan-Meier method and stratified Cox model have similar computation times in both

steps. They use the same function to estimate RMST based on stepped survival curve.

The function adds the areas of rectangles formed by the stepped survival curve to cal-

culate RMST results rapidly. The estimated survival curve using the flexible parametric
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Figure 3.17: Methods performance estimating RMST difference for male with age 50 in
PH datasets with overall 25% exponential censoring. Left panel: constant baseline hazard;
Middle panel: increasing baseline hazard; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard

Figure 3.18: Standard deviation of methods estimating RMST difference for male with age
50 in PH datasets with overall 25% exponential censoring. Left panel: constant baseline
hazard; Middle panel: increasing baseline hazard; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard

method cannot be described by a simple step function, and a 15-point Gauss-Kronrod

quadrature method is thus used to estimate the integral of the survival function. This

integral calculating step is more time-intensive than that used in the other two methods.

In the POGEE method, the pseudo-observations of RMST must be computed first

and then a generalized linear model was built treating pseudo-observation of RMST as
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response variable and covariates as independent variables. After obtaining the coefficients’

estimation using GEE, a prediction of RMST can be made using the given values of the

covariates. Regarding time taken to get the final estimate, the result here was 104.22(sec-

onds). When compared with the total time for each of the other three methods, this

computation time is significantly shorter.

Table 3.1: The computation time for four methods.

Estimating survival (second) Estimating RMST (second) Total time (second)

Kaplan-Meier 140.18 0.16 140.34
Cox model 150.62 0.19 150.81

Flexible parametric model 403.83 2317.56 2721.39
POGEE not applied not applied 104.22

All methods are running under a non-PH situation with decreasing baseline hazard for control group and increasing
baseline hazard for treatment group. Censoring as 25% unifrom censoring. Time limit is 1.5 years. Computation time is
the total time for 1000 replications.

3.4 Overall summary

No method appears significantly better than other methods in all simulated scenarios.

3.4.1 Performance of methods under non-proportional hazards situa-

tions

The Kaplan-Meier method is only suitable for estimating average RMST differences for a

population; however, under low censoring proportions (0% to 25%) and early time limit

(smaller than 2.5), the performance of the Kaplan-Meier method is on par with other

methods. Considering the simplicity of Kaplan-Meier method and the fact that it is

free from the assumption (other than the independence of censoring), it should thus be

preferred where these situations hold. This recommendation is heavily dependent on the

choice of the time limit τ , however. The estimation of Kaplan-Meier methods with time

limits near the end trial time or last observation time is less desirable. Compared to the

other methods, higher censoring proportions also negatively influence the performance of

this method significantly.

In this thesis, the Cox model was stratified by the treatment covariate when the hazard

ratio between treatment groups was not proportional. This generalization pattern worked

well and gave promising results most of the time in the simulation scenarios. The flexible

parametric model was generalized for non-proportional situations in a different way and

it performed similarly to the stratified Cox model most of the time. It achieved better

estimation than the Cox model under some combinations of baseline hazards with high
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censoring proportions (Figure 3.6, middle panel), but the differences were very small. The

main shortcoming of the flexible parametric method is the time-consuming integration

calculating step in R software. In other software (e.g., SAS), the computation time may

be better. When estimating RMST differences for a subject with given age and gender,

these two methods are the most appropriate methods.

The pseudo-observation combined with linear model and GEE method (POGEE)

has a totally different estimation procedure from that used by the other three meth-

ods. When estimating average RMST difference for a population, this method is also

recommended. Compared with Kaplan-Meier, it gives promising estimations at larger

censoring proportions and later time limits. Compared to the Cox model and flexible

parametric models, it requires no special extensions for non-proportional situations and

it is less time-consuming. It also gives regression results on how covariates influence the

pseudo-observation of RMST. However, in our simulation study, the regression results do

not influence the RMST estimation significantly. Considering the calculation of pseudo-

observation is based on Kaplan-Meier and its performance in the simulation study, this

POGEE method is not suitable for estimating RMST difference for a subject with given

age and gender.

3.4.2 Performance of methods under proportional hazards situations

Under low censoring proportion (0% to 25%) and early time limit (smaller than 2.5), the

performance of Kaplan-Meier method is the best. Its performance under larger censoring

proportions and larger time limits are similar to its performance in non-PH situations.

Compared with other methods, the baseline hazard shape and censoring proportion have

a significant influence on the performance of Kaplan-Meier estimations. A decreasing

baseline hazard shape and a high proportion of censoring will result in the most biased

estimations at later time points (Figure 3.12).

For the Cox and flexible parametric models, the proportional hazards assumption

requires no extensions to the models, unlike non-PH situations. Both methods give good

estimations, but the standard deviations for large time limits are large (see Figure 3.15

and Appendix). The computation time comparison results in Table 3.1 are given under

a non-PH situation. When estimating for PH datasets, the time-consuming issues of the

flexible parametric method is also serious.

The POGEE method has a larger standard deviation than the Cox and flexible para-

metric models under high censoring proportions (Figure 3.15). Similar to non-PH sce-

narios, the POGEE method performs worse than Cox and FP models estimating RMST
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difference for a 50 years old male subject (Figure 3.17). When estimating the average

RMST difference for a population, its performance is on the same level as other three

methods and perform best under 25% exponential censoring (Figure 3.11).
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Chapter 4

Discussion

4.1 Innovation and conclusion

This thesis described four different methods as proposed in previous articles for estimat-

ing RMST: the Kaplan-Meier method, Cox model method, Flexible parametric model

method, and pseudo-observation combined with a linear model and GEE (POGEE). A

relatively comprehensive comparison of performance between these four different methods

was conducted. Royston and Parmar [1] made comparisons between the Kaplan-Meier,

Flexible parametric model, and POGEE method by using three real datasets. Compared

to that work, this thesis includes more methods, and the simulation studies provide a

more general view of how these methods perform under different data types, censoring

proportions, time ranges, and target populations.

Based on the Results chapter, we can conclude the performance of methods and offer

some suggestions. The Kaplan-Meier method gives acceptable performance regarding

estimating average RMST difference for a population with different ages and genders

under early time limits and scenarios with small censoring proportions. The requirements

necessary to generate promising results using the Kaplan-Meier method are, however,

greater than for other methods; nevertheless, its simplicity makes it preferable when those

requirements are met. When the datasets do not meet these requirements, the POGEE

method performs better than the Kaplan-Meier method in terms of estimating average

RMST difference for a population. The other two models also give promising results,

but they are more time-consuming. When estimating RMST difference for a subject of

specific age and gender, the Cox model and Flexible parametric methods are the only two

methods that are suitable. And they perform similarly at all scenarios. Considering the

computation time, Cox model is then a better choice than the flexible parametric model
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since the flexible parametric model is too time-consuming.

4.2 Limitations and future work

During the conduction of the simulation studies, some limitations emerged. The first lim-

itation is about censoring. We introduce two aspects concern censoring to compare the

performance between methods: censoring distribution and censoring proportion. Within

the simulated datasets used in this work, the subjects were forced to have events mostly

before the trial end time, set to 3. Based on this, the censoring times were added. However,

an overall 50% proportion of uniform censoring was hard to reach under the simulated

event times, although the exponential censoring was more flexible and allowed a higher

censoring proportion to be reached. A comparison between the two censoring distribu-

tions at the 50% level was thus not possible. Another limitation concerned the flexible

parametric method. All of the results used in this thesis were computed in R, and the

long computation time for the flexible parametric model was impacted by the built-in

integrate function and flexsurv package. Using different software (e.g. SAS) may thus

improve the computation time. The other way to decrease the computation time is setting

the starting value for the parameters in the flexible parametric model [8].

The results presented in this thesis do inspire possible further work. The first would

be to seek an explanation of the intermediate results from the POGEE method. In the

simulation studies, the regression results from each sample were quite unstable and whether

the coefficients for covariates significantly influence the estimation is a concern. When

using this method for a real dataset, additional model checking procedures would be

required. An analysis of the scatterplot was shown in [8].

Another point concerns the Cox model. In the simulation studies, the performance of

the stratified Cox model was quite good under non-proportional hazards situations. This

may be connected to the method used in this thesis for building non-PH datasets. Under

some situations, such as small risk set size, this stratified model may not be stable [1].

Although the stratified Cox model sets different baselines for different treatment groups

and it creates a stepped function for the survival function estimation, it gave quite promis-

ing estimation results under higher censoring proportions and later time limits where the

Kaplan-Meier became biased. According to the help page for survfit(coxph), the survival

result estimation from a stratified Cox model adjusted for no other covariates will follow

the exponential of Nelsons cumulative hazard estimates. The survival results based on

Nelsons cumulative hazard estimates again forms a step function which is higher than the

Kaplan-Meier estimated stepped survival curve. In the simulation settings, the results for
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the stratified Cox model were thus seen to be acceptable when calculating the difference

of RMST between two arms. The deeper reason for this difference in performance be-

tween the two stepped estimation results may, however, require more investigation. One

possible reason is connected to the difference between the Kaplan-Meier estimator and

Nelson-Aalen estimator.

An important point about estimating RMST is the choice of time limit τ . In this

thesis, RMST difference was estimated in round numbers that were deemed more suitable

for explaining the results in the form ‘taking the treatment will increase the life expectancy

by δ years in the next τ years compared with not taking treatment’. Other than selecting τ

to be a round number, the choice of time limit τ may also be connected to the observation

situation. In the comparison section of Royston and Parmar [1], the whole observed follow-

up time was deemed to be the period of interest. In the current simulation scenarios, the

upper limit for the whole observed follow-up time lies almost completely beyond time point

2.5, and thus the Kaplan-Meier method is not suitable. The functions used in this thesis

are very flexible in terms of selecting a time limit, but in some other software types, such

as SAS, the built-in choices of τ are limited. Considering this type of time limit choice,

further investigation of the differences between choosing the time limit as the last event

time, last observed time, and a time between the previous two time marks may be needed.

The simulation study in this thesis only includes right censoring into consideration. In

real cases among oncology area or other clinical trials where a non-PH situation occurs,

left truncation could also happen. Further work on left truncation is thus required.

Due to the time limitations of this thesis, the coverage of confidence intervals for dif-

ferent methods was not compared. The bootstrap method for flexible parametric model

methods is too time-consuming when seeking confidence interval results for large replica-

tions. The code that could be used to calculate confidence intervals for all four methods

is presented in Appendix A.
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Appendices

A Appendix : code for thesis

A.1 brief instruction about how to use codes below

There are all six functions for data generation. The name for functions indicates the data

type (PH or nPH) and censoring situation (nothing or with ‘cen’). For non-proportional

hazards, total four parameters have to be indicated. ‘lamb0’ and ‘alpha0’ are parameters of

Weibull distribution for the control group. ‘lamb1’ and ‘alpha1’ are parameters of Weibull

distribution for the treatment group. For proportional hazards data, two parameters have

to be indicated: ‘lamb’ and ‘alpha’ is parameters of Weibull distribution for the baseline

group. When building data with censoring, the parameters for uniform distribution and

exponential distribution is changeable.

All codes show below in each method part is designed for estimating results for a

non-proportional hazards data without censoring for the simulation study in this thesis.

Estimation for other data type and censoring situation is accessible by changing the data

generation function name and Weibull distribution parameters accordingly.

To get the result for a simulation study, for each method, run functions under section

‘Basic functions’ first, then run codes under section ‘Running results’ after given Weibull

parameters and time limit number. The codes are also adjustable for a real dataset, just

delete the Weibull parameters and change the input as a dataset in ‘Basic functions’ part

and ignore the replicate step in ‘Running results’ part.

The following packages have to be installed: simsurv, survival, pseudo, geepack and

flexsurv. The plots are drawed using ggplot2 package.
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A.2 code for data generation

Generating non-proportional hazards data without censoring:

#lamb0 and alpha0 is parameters of Weibull distribution for the control group

#lamb1 and alpha1 is parameters of Weibull distribution for treatment group

data_nPH <- function(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1){

covs_t0 <- data.frame(id = 1:200, age = (round(runif(200, 20, 60))-40)/20,

gender = rbinom(200, 1, 0.5))

sim_data_nPH_t0 <- simsurv(dist = "weibull", lambdas = lamb0, gammas = alpha0,

x = covs_t0, betas = c(age = -0.5, gender = -0.5))

covs_t1 <- data.frame(id = 201:400, age = (round(runif(200, 20, 60))-40)/20,

gender = rbinom(200, 1, 0.5))

sim_data_nPH_t1 <- simsurv(dist = "weibull", lambdas = lamb1, gammas = alpha1,

x = covs_t1, betas = c(age = -0.5, gender = -0.5))

#combine data

sim_data_nPH_t0 <- cbind(sim_data_nPH_t0, rep(0, 200), covs_t0[, 2:3])

names(sim_data_nPH_t0) <- c("id", "obs_tte", "eventYN", "treat", "age", "male")

sim_data_nPH_t1 <- cbind(sim_data_nPH_t1, rep(1, 200), covs_t1[, 2:3])

names(sim_data_nPH_t1) <- c("id", "obs_tte", "eventYN", "treat", "age", "male")

sim_data_nPH <- rbind(sim_data_nPH_t0, sim_data_nPH_t1)

return(sim_data_nPH)

}

Generating non-proportional hazards data with uniform censoring:

data_nPH_cen <- function(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1){

covs_t0 <- data.frame(id = 1:200, age = (round(runif(200, 20, 60))-40)/20,

gender = rbinom(200, 1, 0.5))

sim_data_nPH_t0 <- simsurv(dist = "weibull", lambdas = lamb0, gammas = alpha0,
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x = covs_t0, betas = c(age = -0.5, gender = -0.5))

covs_t1 <- data.frame(id = 201:400, age = (round(runif(200, 20, 60))-40)/20,

gender = rbinom(200, 1, 0.5))

sim_data_nPH_t1 <- simsurv(dist = "weibull", lambdas = lamb1, gammas = alpha1,

x = covs_t1, betas = c(age = -0.5, gender = -0.5))

#combine data

sim_data_nPH_t0 <- cbind(sim_data_nPH_t0, rep(0, 200), covs_t0[, 2:3])

names(sim_data_nPH_t0) <- c("id", "obs_tte", "eventYN", "treat", "age", "male")

sim_data_nPH_t1 <- cbind(sim_data_nPH_t1, rep(1, 200), covs_t1[, 2:3])

names(sim_data_nPH_t1) <- c("id", "obs_tte", "eventYN", "treat", "age", "male")

sim_data_nPH <- rbind(sim_data_nPH_t0, sim_data_nPH_t1)

#0.5 and 4 is parameters for unifirm distribution, change it following Table 2.1

to reach different censoring proportion

censoring <- runif(400, 0.5, 4)

for(i in 1:400){

if (sim_data_nPH$obs_tte[i] <= censoring[i]){

sim_data_nPH[i, 3] <- 1

}

else {

sim_data_nPH[i, 3] <- 0

sim_data_nPH[i, 2] <- censoring[i]

}

}

sim_data_nPH[which(sim_data_nPH$obs_tte > 3), 3] <- 0

sim_data_nPH[which(sim_data_nPH$obs_tte > 3), 2] <- 3

return(sim_data_nPH)

}

Generating non-proportional hazards data with exponential censoring:

data_nPH_cen <- function(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1){

covs_t0 <- data.frame(id = 1:200, age = (round(runif(200, 20, 60))-40)/20,
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gender = rbinom(200, 1, 0.5))

sim_data_nPH_t0 <- simsurv(dist = "weibull", lambdas = lamb0, gammas = alpha0,

x = covs_t0, betas = c(age = -0.5, gender = -0.5))

covs_t1 <- data.frame(id = 201:400, age = (round(runif(200, 20, 60))-40)/20,

gender = rbinom(200, 1, 0.5))

sim_data_nPH_t1 <- simsurv(dist = "weibull", lambdas = lamb1, gammas = alpha1,

x = covs_t1, betas = c(age = -0.5, gender = -0.5))

#combine data

sim_data_nPH_t0 <- cbind(sim_data_nPH_t0, rep(0, 200), covs_t0[, 2:3])

names(sim_data_nPH_t0) <- c("id", "obs_tte", "eventYN", "treat", "age", "male")

sim_data_nPH_t1 <- cbind(sim_data_nPH_t1, rep(1, 200), covs_t1[, 2:3])

names(sim_data_nPH_t1) <- c("id", "obs_tte", "eventYN", "treat", "age", "male")

sim_data_nPH <- rbind(sim_data_nPH_t0, sim_data_nPH_t1)

#0.725 is the rate parameter for exponential distribution, change it following Table 2.1

to reach different censoring proportion

censoring <- rexp(400, 0.725)

for(i in 1:400){

if (sim_data_nPH$obs_tte[i] <= censoring[i]){

sim_data_nPH[i, 3] <- 1

}

else {

sim_data_nPH[i, 3] <- 0

sim_data_nPH[i, 2] <- censoring[i]

}

}

sim_data_nPH[which(sim_data_nPH$obs_tte > 3), 3] <- 0

sim_data_nPH[which(sim_data_nPH$obs_tte > 3), 2] <- 3

return(sim_data_nPH)

}
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Generating proportional hazards data without censoring:

#lamb and alpha is parameters of Weibull distribution for the baseline group

data_PH <- function(lamb, alpha){

ages <- round(runif(400, 20, 60))

covs <- data.frame(id = 1:400, treat = rep(c(0,1), 200), age = (ages-40)/20,

gender = rbinom(400, 1, 0.5))

sim_data_PH <- simsurv(dist = "weibull", lambdas = lamb, gammas = alpha,

x = covs, betas = c(treat = -0.5, age = -0.5, gender = -0.5))

sim_data_PH <- cbind(sim_data_PH, covs[, 2:4])

names(sim_data_PH) <- c("id", "obs_tte", "eventYN", "treat", "age", "male")

return(sim_data_PH)

}

Generating proportional hazards data with uniform censoring:

data_PH_cen <- function(lamb, alpha){

ages <- round(runif(400, 20, 60))

covs <- data.frame(id = 1:400, treat = rep(c(0,1), 200), age = (ages-40)/20,

gender = rbinom(400, 1, 0.5))

sim_data_PH <- simsurv(dist = "weibull", lambdas = lamb, gammas = alpha,

x = covs, betas = c(treat = -0.5, age = -0.5, gender = -0.5))

sim_data_PH <- cbind(sim_data_PH, covs[, 2:4])

names(sim_data_PH) <- c("id", "obs_tte", "eventYN", "treat", "age", "male")

#0.5 and 4 is parameters for unifirm distribution, change it following Table 2.1

to reach different censoring proportion

censoring <- runif(400, 0.5, 4)

for(i in 1:400){

if (sim_data_PH$obs_tte[i] <= censoring[i]){

sim_data_PH[i, 3] <- 1

}

else {

sim_data_PH[i, 3] <- 0

sim_data_PH[i, 2] <- censoring[i]

}
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}

sim_data_PH[which(sim_data_PH$obs_tte > 3), 3] <- 0

sim_data_PH[which(sim_data_PH$obs_tte > 3), 2] <- 3

return(sim_data_PH)

}

Generating proportional hazards data with exponential censoring:

data_PH_cen <- function(lamb, alpha){

ages <- round(runif(400, 20, 60))

covs <- data.frame(id = 1:400, treat = rep(c(0,1), 200), age = (ages-40)/20,

gender = rbinom(400, 1, 0.5))

sim_data_PH <- simsurv(dist = "weibull", lambdas = lamb, gammas = alpha,

x = covs, betas = c(treat = -0.5, age = -0.5, gender = -0.5))

sim_data_PH <- cbind(sim_data_PH, covs[, 2:4])

names(sim_data_PH) <- c("id", "obs_tte", "eventYN", "treat", "age", "male")

#0.725 is the rate parameter for exponential distribution, change it following Table 2.1

to reach different censoring proportion

censoring <- rexp(400, 0.725)

for(i in 1:400){

if (sim_data_PH$obs_tte[i] <= censoring[i]){

sim_data_PH[i, 3] <- 1

}

else {

sim_data_PH[i, 3] <- 0

sim_data_PH[i, 2] <- censoring[i]

}

}

sim_data_PH[which(sim_data_PH$obs_tte > 3), 3] <- 0

sim_data_PH[which(sim_data_PH$obs_tte > 3), 2] <- 3

return(sim_data_PH)

}
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A.3 code for Kaplan-Meier method

Basic functions

#function used to calculate area under stepped function

RMST_KM <- function(KM_treat, t_lim){

int <- (KM_treat$time[1] - 0)*1 #1 is the initial survival number: 1

for(i in 2:(length(KM_treat$time))){

if(KM_treat$time[i] < t_lim){

int <- int + (KM_treat$time[i] - KM_treat$time[i-1])*KM_treat$surv[i-1]

}

else{

int <- int + (t_lim - KM_treat$time[i-1])*KM_treat$surv[i-1]

break

}

}

return(int)

}

#function for getting survival results for treatment group

#’’lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1’’ and ’’data_nPH(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1)’’

is changable to any data generting function in the data generation subsection

MC_KM1 <- function(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1){

sim_data_nPH <- data_nPH(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1)

KM_t1 <- survfit(Surv(obs_tte, eventYN)~treat, data = sim_data_nPH)[2, ]

#construct data frame to save result

KM_result_t1 <- data.frame(time = KM_t1$time, surv = KM_t1$surv, n.event = KM_t1$n.event)

KM_event_t1 <- KM_result_t1[KM_result_t1$n.event != 0, ]

return(KM_event_t1)

}

#function for getting survival results for control group
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MC_KM0 <- function(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1){

sim_data_nPH <- data_nPH(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1)

KM_t0 <- survfit(Surv(obs_tte, eventYN)~treat, data = sim_data_nPH)[1, ]

#construct data frame to save result

KM_result_t0 <- data.frame(time = KM_t0$time, surv = KM_t0$surv, n.event = KM_t0$n.event)

KM_event_t0 <- KM_result_t0[KM_result_t0$n.event != 0, ]

return(KM_event_t0)

}

#function to get final mean RMST difference estimation and standard deviation results

over 1000 replication

#t_lim is the selected time limit

result_KM_diff <- function(t_lim){

r <- NULL

for(i in 1: 1000){

r[i] <- RMST_KM(result_MC_KM1[, i], t_lim) - RMST_KM(result_MC_KM0[, i], t_lim)

}

RMST_MC_KM <- mean(r)

sd_KM <- sd(r, na.rm = T)

return(c(RMST_MC_KM, sd_KM))

}

Running results

#set.seed(415) is for repeatability

set.seed(415)

result_MC_KM1 <- replicate(1000, MC_KM1(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1))

set.seed(415)

result_MC_KM0 <- replicate(1000, MC_KM0(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1))

result_KM_diff <- result_KM_diff(t_lim)
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codes for confidence interval

Here, we offer functions to calculate confidence interval for a single datasets. If the ob-

ject is to estimate confidence interval for multiple datasets, just replicate the following

propcedures.

RMST_KM_tr1 <- MC_KM1(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1)

RMST_KM_tr0 <- MC_KM0(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1)

RMST_SE_KM <- function(KM_treat, t_lim){

SE <- 0

for(i in 1:length(which(KM_treat$time <= t_lim))){

SE <- SE + (RMST_KM(KM_treat, t_lim) - RMST_KM(KM_treat, KM_treat$time[i]))^2*

(KM_treat$n.event[i]/(KM_treat$atrisk[i]*(KM_treat$atrisk[i] - KM_treat$n.event[i])))

}

SE <- sqrt(SE)

return(SE)

}

SE_t0_KM <- RMST_SE_KM(RMST_KM_tr0, t_lim)

SE_t1_KM <- RMST_SE_KM(RMST_KM_tr1, t_lim)

#0.95 confidence interval for control group

KM_CI_low_tr0 <- RMST_KM(RMST_KM_tr0, t_lim) - qnorm(0.975)*SE_t0_KM

KM_CI_up_tr0 <- RMST_KM(RMST_KM_tr0, t_lim) + qnorm(0.975)*SE_t0_KM

#Confidence interval for treatment group is similar

A.4 code for Cox model method

Basic functions

#function used to calculate area under stepped function, same as Kaplan-Meier

RMST_KM <- function(KM_treat, t_lim){

int <- (KM_treat$time[1] - 0)*1 #1 is the initial survival number: 1
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for(i in 2:(length(KM_treat$time))){

if(KM_treat$time[i] < t_lim){

int <- int + (KM_treat$time[i] - KM_treat$time[i-1])*KM_treat$surv[i-1]

}

else{

int <- int + (t_lim - KM_treat$time[i-1])*KM_treat$surv[i-1]

break

}

}

return(int)

}

#function to collect survival results for treatment group

MC_Cox1 <- function(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1){

sim_data_nPH <- data_nPH(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1)

#formula in Surv()~... here is adjusted for all covariates and stratified by treat.

Changable for other situations.

coxfit <- coxph(Surv(obs_tte, eventYN) ~ age + male + strata(treat), ties = ’’breslow’’,

data = sim_data_nPH)

#[2,] select strata 2 which is results for treatment group

Cox_treat1 <- survfit(coxfit, newdata = data.frame(age = 0, male = 0.5))[2, ]

#save result in dataframe

result_Cox_t1 <- data.frame(time = Cox_treat1$time, surv = Cox_treat1$surv,

n.event = Cox_treat1$n.event, n.cersor = Cox_treat1$n.censor,

atrisk = Cox_treat1$n.risk, treat = rep(1, length(Cox_treat1$time)))

return(result_Cox_t1)

}

#function to collect survival results for control group

MC_Cox0 <- function(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1){

sim_data_nPH <- data_nPH(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1)

#formula in Surv()~... here is adjusted for all covariates and stratified by treat.

Changable for other situations.

coxfit <- coxph(Surv(obs_tte, eventYN) ~ age + male + strata(treat), ties = ’’breslow’’,
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data = sim_data_nPH)

#[1,] select strata 1 which is results for control group

Cox_treat0 <- survfit(coxfit, newdata = data.frame(age = 0, male = 0.5))[1, ]

#save result in dataframe

result_Cox_t0 <- data.frame(time = Cox_treat0$time, surv = Cox_treat0$surv,

n.event = Cox_treat0$n.event, n.cersor = Cox_treat0$n.censor,

atrisk = Cox_treat0$n.risk, treat = rep(1, length(Cox_treat0$time)))

return(result_Cox_t0)

}

#function for getting final results

result_Cox_diff <- function(t_lim){

r <- NULL

for(i in 1: 1000){

r[i] <- RMST_KM(result_MC_Cox1[, i], t_lim) - RMST_KM(result_MC_Cox0[, i], t_lim)

}

RMST_MC_Cox <- mean(r)

sd_Cox <- sd(r, na.rm = T)

return(c(RMST_MC_Cox, sd_Cox))

}

Running results

set.seed(415)

result_MC_Cox1 <- replicate(1000, MC_Cox1(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1))

set.seed(415)

result_MC_Cox0 <- replicate(1000, MC_Cox0(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1))

Cox_diff <- result_Cox_diff(t_lim)

codes for confidence interval

Here, we offer functions to calculate confidence interval for a single datasets. If the ob-

ject is to estimate confidence interval for multiple datasets, just replicate the following

propcedures.
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#bootstrap function for use in latter bootstrap Confidence interval estimation

boot_COX <- function(survdata, indices){

#indices allow boot to select sample, no need to insert yourself

d <- survdata[indices, ]

#strata(treat) when generalized for non_PH

coxfit <- coxph(Surv(obs_tte, eventYN) ~ treat, data = d)

#survival function for treatment group

Cox_treat0 <- survfit(coxfit, newdata = data.frame(treat=0))

Cox_treat1 <- survfit(coxfit, newdata = data.frame(treat=1))

result_Cox_tr0 <- data.frame(time = Cox_treat0$time, surv = Cox_treat0$surv,

n.event = Cox_treat0$n.event, n.cersor = Cox_treat0$n.censor,

atrisk = Cox_treat0$n.risk, treat = rep(0, length(Cox_treat0$time)))

result_Cox_tr1 <- data.frame(time = Cox_treat1$time, surv = Cox_treat1$surv,

n.event = Cox_treat1$n.event, n.cersor = Cox_treat1$n.censor,

atrisk = Cox_treat1$n.risk, treat = rep(1, length(Cox_treat1$time)))

#set a time limit

t_lim <- 2

RMST_tr0_Cox <- RMST_KM(result_Cox_tr0, t_lim)

RMST_tr1_Cox <- RMST_KM(result_Cox_tr1, t_lim)

return(c(RMST_tr0_Cox, RMST_tr1_Cox))

}

#resampling can be controlled by set.seed

set.seed(415)

#get bootstrap result, R is the number of sampling

#data is a single dataset

boot_result_Cox <- boot(data=data, statistic = boot_COX, R=500)

#bootstrap 0.95 CI, choose the basic bootstrap method (non-studentized),

change ‘type’ to choose other bootstrap method

#use index to choose control group

CI_t0_Cox <- boot.ci(boot_result_Cox, type = "basic", index = 1)$basic[4:5]

#use index to choose treatment group

CI_t1_Cox <- boot.ci(boot_result_Cox, type = "basic", index = 2)$basic[4:5]
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#the estimated standard error of RMST using bootstrap

#control group

sd(boot_result_Cox$t[, 1])

#treatment group

sd(boot_result_Cox$t[, 2])

A.5 code for Flexible parametric method

Basic functions

#function for integration calculation

survfun_fp <- function(t, fp, newdata){

survival <- summary(fp, newdata = newdata, type="survival", t = t)[[1]][, 2]

return(survival)

}

#function for data fitting

MC_FP <- function(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1){

sim_data_nPH <- data_nPH(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1)

#optimisation in felxsurvsplines may not converged in some sample

#’’treat + gamma1(treat) + gamma2(treat) + gamma3(treat) + gamma4(treat)’’

is the way to adjust for non-PH situation

#for PH, simple ’’treat’’ in formula will do the work

#as the initial values for parameters is not given here. For some sample,

automatic initial values will cause log(0), error shows up. The try() function

is convinient when multiple runs are conducted. It will save the error message

and keep replication continue if one iteration fail

fp_cova <- try({flexsurvspline(Surv(obs_tte, eventYN) ~ treat + gamma1(treat) +

gamma2(treat) + gamma3(treat) + gamma4(treat) + age + male,

data=sim_data_nPH, k = 3, scale = "hazard")}, silent = T)

return(fp_cova)

}

#function to get final result, values in ‘’’newdata’’ is changable according to

different target population
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result_FP_diff <- function(t_lim){

newdata1 <- c(1, 0, 0.5)

names(newdata1) <- c("treat", "age", "male")

newdata1 <- t(as.matrix(newdata1))

newdata0 <- c(0, 0, 0.5)

names(newdata0) <- c("treat", "age", "male")

newdata0 <- t(as.matrix(newdata0))

RMST_fp_cova1 <- NULL

RMST_fp_cova0 <- NULL

RMST_fp_diff <- NULL

for(i in 1:1000){

RMST_fp_cova1[i] <- try({integrate(survfun_fp, lower=0, upper=t_lim,

fp = result_MC_FP[[i]], newdata = newdata1)$value}, silent = T)

RMST_fp_cova0[i] <- try({integrate(survfun_fp, lower=0, upper=t_lim,

fp = result_MC_FP[[i]], newdata = newdata0)$value}, silent = T)

}

RMST_fp_diff <- as.numeric(RMST_fp_cova1) - as.numeric(RMST_fp_cova0)

RMST_MC_FP <- mean(RMST_fp_diff, na.rm = T)

sd_FP <- sd(RMST_fp_diff, na.rm = T)

return(c(RMST_MC_FP, sd_FP))

}

Running results

set.seed(415)

result_MC_FP <- NULL

for(i in 1:1000){

result_MC_FP[[i]] <- MC_FP(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1)

}

FP_diff <- result_FP_diff(t_lim)

codes for confidence interval

#function for bootstrap

boot_FP <- function(survdata, indices, newdata, t_lim){
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d <- survdata[indices, ]

try({fp_knots <- flexsurvspline(Surv(obs_tte, eventYN) ~ treat + gamma1(treat) +

gamma2(treat) + gamma3(treat) + gamma4(treat) +age + male, data=d, k = 3,

scale = "hazard")}, silent = T)

try({RMST_fp <- integrate(survfun_fp, lower=0, upper=t_lim, FP_fitting = fp_knots,

newdata = newdata)}, silent = T)

return(RMST_fp$value)

}

#here we calculate confidence interval for two treatment groups seperately

data_treat0 <- data[which(data$treat == 0), ]

data_treat1 <- data[which(data$treat == 1), ]

results_FP_t0 <- boot(data=data, statistic = boot_FP, newdata = data_treat0[1, ],

t_lim = t_lim, R=1000)

results_FP_t1 <- boot(data=data, statistic = boot_FP, newdata = data_treat1[1, ],

t_lim = t_lim, R=1000)

#omit the NA values in boot_FP result before using boot.ci

results_FP_t0$t <- na.omit(results_FP_t0$t)

results_FP_t1$t <- na.omit(results_FP_t1$t)

#bootstrap 0.95 CI

#control group

CI_t0_FP <- boot.ci(results_FP_t0, type = "basic")$basic[4:5]

#treatment group

CI_t1_FP <- boot.ci(results_FP_t1, type = "basic")$basic[4:5]

#the estimated standard error

#control group

sd(results_FP_t0$t)

#treatment group

sd(results_FP_t1$t)
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A.6 code for POGEE

Basic functions

#POGEE follow a different logic, the parameter setting is a little bit different.

diff_POGEE <- function(t_lim, lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1){

sim_data_nPH <- data_nPH(lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1)

po_RMST <- pseudomean(time = sim_data_nPH$obs_tte, event = sim_data_nPH$eventYN,

tmax = t_lim)

data_po <- cbind(sim_data_nPH, po = po_RMST)

#fit regression model, can get results adjusted for more covariates

fit_po <- geeglm(po_RMST ~ treat + age + male, data = data_po, id=id,

family = "gaussian", corstr = "independence", scale.fix = F)

diff_POGEE <- as.numeric(predict(fit_po, newdata = data.frame(treat=1,

age=0, male=0.5))) - as.numeric(predict(fit_po, newdata =

data.frame(treat=0, age=0, male=0.5)))

return(diff_POGEE)

}

result_diff_POGEE <- function(t_lim, lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1){

result_diff_POGEE <- replicate(1000, diff_POGEE(t_lim, lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1))

RMST_diff_POGEE <- mean(result_diff_POGEE)

diff_sd <- sd(result_diff_POGEE, na.rm = T)

return(c(RMST_diff_POGEE, diff_sd))

}

Running results

set.seed(415)

POGEE_diff <- result_diff_POGEE(t_lim, lamb0, lamb1, alpha0, alpha1)
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codes for confidence interval

#bootstrap function for treatment group

boot_PO_tr1 <- function(data, indices){

d <- data[indices, ]

#set a time limit as t_lim

t_lim <- 2

po_RMST <- pseudomean(time = d$obs_tte, event = d$eventYN, tmax = t_lim)

data_po <- cbind(d, po = po_RMST)

#fit regression model, can get results adjusted for more covariates

#no PH assumption

fit_po <- geeglm(po_RMST ~ treat + age + male, data = data_po, id=id,

family = "gaussian", corstr = "independence", scale.fix = F)

#newdata changable

POGEE_tr1<-as.numeric(predict(fit_po, newdata = data.frame(treat=1, age=0, male=0.5)))

return(POGEE_tr1)

}

#bootstrap function for control group

boot_PO_tr0 <- function(data, indices){

d <- data[indices, ]

#set a time limit as t_lim

t_lim <- 2

po_RMST <- pseudomean(time = d$obs_tte, event = d$eventYN, tmax = t_lim)

data_po <- cbind(d, po = po_RMST)

#fit regression model, can get results adjusted for more covariates

#no PH assumption

fit_po <- geeglm(po_RMST ~ treat + age + male, data = data_po, id=id,

family = "gaussian", corstr = "independence", scale.fix = F)

#newdata changable

POGEE_tr0<-as.numeric(predict(fit_po, newdata = data.frame(treat=0, age=0, male=0.5)))

return(POGEE_tr0)

}
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#bootstrap result

results_PO_t0 <- boot(data = data, statistic = boot_PO_tr0, R=1000)

results_PO_t1 <- boot(data = data, statistic = boot_PO_tr1, R=1000)

#bootstrap 0.95 CI

CI_t0_PO <- boot.ci(results_PO_t0, type = "basic")$basic[4:5]

CI_t1_PO <- boot.ci(results_PO_t1, type = "basic")$basic[4:5]

#the estimated standard error

#treatment0

sd(results_PO_t0$t)

#treatment1

sd(results_PO_t1$t)
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B Appendix : Supplementary plots

B.1 standard deviation plots corresponding to RMST plots in Chapter

3

Figure 1: Standard deviation corresponding to Figure 3.3, time range [2.5, 3]

Figure 2: Standard deviation corresponding to Figure 3.4, time range [2.5, 3]
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Figure 3: Standard deviation corresponding to Figure 3.8

Figure 4: Standard deviation corresponding to Figure 3.9
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Figure 5: Standard deviation corresponding to Figure 3.10

Figure 6: Standard deviation corresponding to Figure 3.14
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Figure 7: Standard deviation corresponding to Figure 3.13
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B.2 extra plots as supplement

Figure 8: Performance of methods estimating RMST difference for 50 years old male under
nPH datasets without censoring. Left panel: constant baseline hazard for control group,
increasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Middle panel: constant baseline hazard
for control group, decreasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Right panel: decreasing
baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for treatment group

Figure 9: Standard deviation corresponding to above plot
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Figure 10: Performance of methods estimating RMST difference for 50 years old male
under nPH datasets with overall 50% exponential censoring. Left panel: constant baseline
hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Middle panel:
constant baseline hazard for control group, decreasing baseline hazard for treatment group;
Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for
treatment group

Figure 11: Standard deviation corresponding to above plot
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Figure 12: Performance of methods estimating RMST difference for 50 years old male
under nPH datasets with overall 25% uniform censoring. Left panel: constant baseline
hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for treatment group; Middle panel:
constant baseline hazard for control group, decreasing baseline hazard for treatment group;
Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard for control group, increasing baseline hazard for
treatment group

Figure 13: Standard deviation corresponding to above plot
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Figure 14: Performance of methods estimating RMST difference for 50 years old male
under PH datasets without censoring. Left panel: constant baseline hazard; Middle panel:
increasing baseline hazard; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard

Figure 15: Standard deviation corresponding to above plot
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Figure 16: Performance of methods estimating RMST difference for 50 years old male
under PH datasets with overall 50% exponential censoring. Left panel: constant baseline
hazard; Middle panel: increasing baseline hazard; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard

Figure 17: Standard deviation corresponding to above plot
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Figure 18: Performance of methods estimating RMST difference for 50 years old male
under PH datasets with overall 25% uniform censoring. Left panel: constant baseline
hazard; Middle panel: increasing baseline hazard; Right panel: decreasing baseline hazard

Figure 19: Standard deviation corresponding to above plot
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